ESO Solutions Pro™ ePCR Suite: Designed by Medics for Medics

The ESO Pro™ ePCR Suite is a powerful tool developed by industry experts who understand your needs. Our NEMSIS Gold-compliant system will provide your agency with invaluable operational and clinical data and improve your organization’s billing and collection process.

Data Accessibility
Access the data you need anytime, anywhere. The ESO Pro™ ePCR Suite’s intuitive, medic-friendly web-based application runs on any computer with an Internet connection. Or for even greater efficiency and flexibility, choose our mobile solution. ESO Pro™ Mobile runs on a tablet computer and works independently of a continuous Internet connection so you can enter data right at the patient’s side.

Ease of Use
Our medic-flow entry process includes several features to help you document patient care accurately, easily, and efficiently:

- **Patient Look-Up Feature** - Quickly access a previous patient’s data, including medical history/medication/allergy and billing information. Patient privacy is maintained throughout, as all HIPAA-related information is encrypted.

- **Built-In Tracking Tools** - Track controlled substances, vehicles, equipment, and patient personal belongings.

- **Validation Tools** - Be confident that medics will always capture the required information on each ePCR. Our validation tools take the guesswork out of patient care reporting.

- **Specialty Patient Forms** - Document specific call types such as stroke, cardiac arrest, obstetrics, and more.

Solutions for Everyone
ESO Pro™ meets the need of EMS systems everywhere by providing a NEMSIS Gold-compliant electronic patient care record (ePCR) that is easy to implement, regardless of the size or budget of your organization. Our annual subscription fee includes all hosting and server administration, unlimited administrator and user accounts, quarterly upgrades, and all support and maintenance. Let us customize a solution that meets your organization’s needs.

The ESO Advantage

SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE MODEL
Lower cost of ownership, greater data accessibility, quick deployment.

MOBILE SOFTWARE APPLICATION
Easy, accurate data entry at the patient's side and electronic capture of patient signatures in the field — no Internet connection required.

INTERFACE CAPABILITIES
CAD and cardiac monitors, fire records, hospital medical records, and billing applications.

RAPID IMPLEMENTATION
Few infrastructure requirements and only minimal configuration.

SUPERIOR REPORTING TOOLS
Fully customizable and exportable clinical and operational reports, with automatic scheduling and notification of key events.

QUICK TREAT™ FUNCTIONS
Fast accessibility of data entry tools for recording EMS events, including patient vitals, medications, cardiac arrest treatments, and more, at any point during the treatment.

OPTIONAL BILLING SERVICES
Incredible value and full integration with ESO ePCR software, plus a bundled billing package that includes hardware, together at one low percentage collections rate — no upfront